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One of native socio-economic problems of the modern stage of development of 
home economy and important description of competitiveness of labour-market is un-
employment. Excessive unemployment is negatively represented on all economy of 
country, for this reason a study of this question for today is actual.

An aim is research of principal reasons, consequences of unemployment, and also 
development of suggestions in relation to the decline of this phenomenon in Ukraine. 
Such socio-economic phenomenon understands under unemployment, when part ec-
onomically an active population application to the labour force can not fi nd. Main 
reasons of high unemployment rate are such: slump of economy and corresponding 
reduction of the combined demand on labour force; structural changes (inter-branch, 
внутрішньогалузеві, regional); motion of labour force(professional, social, regional). 
Next to it passive politics at the market of labour is directed in support the profi ts of 
population in case of loss of work and fi nanced from the special funds. The degree of 
negative infl uence of unemployment on the state in a country depends on the concrete 
parameters of economic situation. For this reason, it is a problem, that needs to be 
decided and that needs a deep scientifi c analysis and making on this basis of practi-
cal recommendations, that can be used for development and realization of effective 
socio-economic politics, productive employment sent to providing economically active 
population of country, reduction of unemployment rate to the minimum socialpossible 
level. Thus, it is possible to offer such measures, in relation to reduction of unemploy-
ment rate in Ukraine:

it is   a decline of taxes for enterprises, on condition of maintenance of 
workplaces(for the compensation of charges on the reception of new workers);

it is   a grant of favourable credits the state for salary payment additionally 
busy on a production, that in size will equal a salary; 

it is  creation of new workplaces, due to taking of credits for a technical re-
equipment and expansion of enterprises; 

it is   creation of centers of studies of young people to those professions, 
chances on employment in that most high;

it is  providing of employment of перенавчання or in-plant training of 
shots the special services, in accordance with the necessities of industries that develop;

it is   realization of the special fairs of labour for educational establishments, 
with the aim of employment of graduating students.

Unemployment, became a research object and by the article of research is a labour-
market in Ukraine. For introduction in an action of these measures to the state necessary 
money, that is why I suggest to compensate these charges due to introduction of the 
differentiated rates of taxes, id est the greater rate of tax, accumulation of money will 
answer greater profi ts by means of state deposits with top rates, and also jumboizing 
of fi nes for violation of current legislation. Thus, inculcating the offered measures, we 
can attain reduction of unemployment, increase of amount of the employed population 
and, as a result, general improvement of economic and social situation rate in a country.




